Abstract. The inverse of an irreducible sparse matrix is structurally full, so that it is impractical to think of computing or storing it. However, there are several applications where a subset of the entries of the inverse is required. Given a factorization of the sparse matrix held in out-of-core storage, we show how to compute such a subset eciently, by accessing only parts of the factors. When there are many inverse entries to compute, we need to guarantee that the overall computation scheme has reasonable memory requirements, while minimizing the cost of loading the factors. This leads to a partitioning problem that we prove is NP-complete. We also show that we cannot get a close approximation to the optimal solution in polynomial time. We thus need to develop heuristic algorithms, and we propose: (i) a lower bound on the cost of an optimum solution; (ii) an exact algorithm for a particular case; (iii) two other heuristics for a more general case; and (iv) hypergraph partitioning models for the most general setting. We illustrate the performance of our algorithms in practice using the MUMPS software package on a set of real-life problems as well as some standard test matrices. We show that our techniques can improve the execution time by a factor of 50.
1. Introduction. We are interested in eciently computing entries of the inverse of a large sparse nonsingular matrix. It was proved [12, 16] that the inverse of an irreducible sparse matrix is full in a structural sense and hence it is impractical to compute all the entries of the inverse. However, there are applications where only a set of entries of the inverse is required. For example, after solving a linear leastsquares problem, the variance of each component provides a measure of the quality of the t, and is given by the diagonal entries of the inverse of a large symmetric positive semi-denite matrix [6] ; the o-diagonal entries of the inverse of the same matrix give the covariance of the components. Other applications arise in quantum-scale device simulation, such as the atomistic level simulation of nanowires [9, 22] , and in electronic structure calculations [20] . In these applications, the diagonal entries of the inverse of a large sparse matrix need to be computed. Some other classical applications which need the entries of the inverse include the computation of short-circuit currents [25] and approximations of condition numbers [6] . In all these computational applications, the aim is to compute a large set of entries (often diagonal entries) of the inverse of a large sparse matrix.
We have been particularly motivated by an application in astrophysics which is used by the CESR (Centre for the Study of Radiation in Space, Toulouse). In the context of the INTEGRAL (INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory) mission of ESA (European Space Agency), a spatial observatory with high resolution was launched. SPI (SPectrometer on INTEGRAL), a spectrometer with high energy resolution, is one of the main instruments on board this satellite. To obtain a complete sky survey, a very large amount of data acquired by the SPI must be processed.
For example, to estimate the total point-source emission contributions (that is the contribution of a set of sources to the observed eld), a linear least-squares problem of about a million equations and a hundred thousand unknowns has to be solved [7] . Once the least-square problem is solved, the variance of the components of the solution are computed to get access to its standard deviation. The variances of the components of the solution are given by the diagonal elements of the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix A = B T B, where B is the matrix associated with the least-squares problem.
The approach we use to compute the entries of the inverse relies on a traditional solution method and makes use of the equation AA −1 = I. More specically, we compute a particular entry a −1 ij using A −1 e j i ; here e j is the jth column of the identity matrix, and (v) i denotes the ith component of the vector v (we use v i to refer to the ith component of a vector when v is not dened by an operation). Using an L U factorization of A, a −1 i,j is obtained by solving successively two triangular systems:
(1.1)
The computational framework in which we consider this problem assumes that the matrix A, whose inverse entries will be computed, has been factorized using a multifrontal or supernodal approach, and that the factors have been stored on disks (out-of-core setting). While solving (1.1), the computational time is therefore dominated by the time required to load the factors from the disk. We see from the above equations that, in the forward substitution phase, the right-hand side (e j ) contains only one nonzero entry and that, in the backward step, only one entry of the solution vector is required. For ecient computation, we have to take advantage of both these observations along with the sparsity of A. We note that even though the vector y will normally be sparse, it will conventionally be stored as a full dense vector. Therefore, when the number of requested entries is high, one cannot hold all the solution vectors in the memory at the same time. In this case, the computations are carried out in epochs where, at each epoch, a predened number of requested entries are computed. Table 1 .1 contains results for three medium-sized matrices from our motivating application and summarizes what can be gained using our approach (the details of the experimental setting are described later in Section 5.2). In this table, we show the factors loaded and the execution time of the MUMPS (MUltifrontal Massively Parallel Solver) software package [3, 4] : we compare the memory requirement and solution time when sparsity in both the right-hand side and the solution is not exploited (in column No ES), and when it is exploited (in column ES). The solution time is shown for both the out-of-core and the in-core case, in order to put these execution times in perspective. All diagonal entries of the inverse are computed, where 16 entries are computed at each epoch. Both solution schemes use the natural partition that orders the requested entries according to their indices, and puts them in blocks of size 16 in a natural order, that is the rst 16 in the rst block, the second 16 in the second block, and so on. We see that, on this class of problems, the number of factors to be loaded is reduced by a factor of between 36 and 96, with an impact of the same order on the computation time. Our aim in this paper is to further reduce the factors loaded and the execution time by carefully partitioning the requested entries. In Section 2.1, we formulate which parts of the factors need to be loaded for a requested entry. At this stage, our contribution is to summarize what exists in the literature although we believe that our observations on the solution of (U x = y) i using the tree are original. Later on, we investigate the case where a large number of entries of the inverse have been requested. This would be the typical case in applications when we have to proceed in epochs. This entails accessing (loading) some parts of L and U many times in dierent epochs, according to the entries computed in the corresponding epochs. The main combinatorial problem then becomes that of partitioning the requested entries into blocks in such a way that the overall cost of loading the factors summed over the epochs is minimized. As we shall see in Section 2.2, the problem can be cast as a partitioning problem on trees. In Section 3, we prove that the partitioning problem is NP-complete, and that a simple post-order based heuristic gives a solution whose cost is at most twice the cost of an optimal solution. We propose an exact algorithm for a particular case of the partitioning problem, and use this algorithm to design a heuristic for a more general case. We also propose a hypergraph-partitioning formulation which provides a solution to the most general problem of computing o-diagonal entries (see Section 4). We illustrate the performance of our techniques by implementing them within MUMPS, both on standard test matrix problems, and on specic examples coming from data tting problems in astrophysics. We present our results in Section 5. Some problems that are related to those covered in this paper are discussed in Section 6, along with directions for further research. We provide some concluding remarks in Section 7.
2. Background and problem denition. Throughout this study, we use a direct factorization method for obtaining the inverse entries. We assume that the factorization has taken place, and that the factors are stored on the disks. The factorization code that we use is the general-purpose linear solver MUMPS that computes the factorization A = LU if the matrix is unsymmetric, or the factorization A = LDL T if the matrix is symmetric. MUMPS provides a large range of functionalities, including the ability to run out-of-core, that is it can store the factors on hard disk when the main memory is not large enough [1, 24] . We consider an out-of-core environment and the associated metrics. We assume that the factorization has taken place using the structure of A + A T for a pattern unsymmetric A, where the summation is structural.
In this case, the structures of the factors L and U are the transpose of each other.
All computation schemes, algorithms, and formulations in this paper assume this last property to hold.
We need the following standard denitions for later. A topological ordering of a tree is an ordering of its nodes such that any node is numbered before its parent.
A post-order of a tree is a topological ordering where the nodes in each subtree are numbered consecutively. The least common ancestor of two nodes i and j in a rooted tree, lca(i, j), is the lowest numbered node that lies at the intersection of the unique paths from node i and node j to the root. The ceiling function x gives the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. For a set S, |S| denotes the cardinality of S.
2.1. Elimination tree and sparse triangular solves. When the matrix A is structurally symmetric with a zero-free diagonal, the elimination tree represents the storage and computational requirements of its sparse factorization. There are a few equivalent denitions of the elimination tree [21] . We prefer the following one for the purposes of this paper: Definition 2.1. Assume A = LU where A is a sparse, structurally symmetric, N × N matrix. Then, the elimination tree T (A) of A is a tree of N nodes, with the ith node corresponding to the ith column of L, and where the parent relations are dened as follows: parent(j) = min{i : i > j and ij = 0} for j = 1, . . . , N − 1 .
For the sake of completeness we note that if A is reducible, this structure is a forest with one tree for each irreducible block; otherwise it is a tree. We assume without loss of generality that the matrix is irreducible. As an example consider the pattern symmetric matrix A shown in Fig. 2.1(a) . The factors and the corresponding elimination tree are shown in Figs. 2.1(b) and 2.1(c).
Our algorithms for eciently computing a given set of entries in A −1 rely on the elimination tree structure. We take advantage of the following result, which is rewritten from [16, Theorem 2.1].
Corollary 2.2. Assume b is a sparse vector and L is a lower triangular matrix. Then the indices of the nonzero elements of the solution vector x of Lx = b are equal to the indices of the nodes of the elimination tree that are in the paths from the nodes corresponding to nonzeros entries of b to the root.
We will use the corollary in the following way: when b is sparse, we need to solve the equations corresponding to the predicted nonzero entries, while setting the other entries of the solution vector x to zero. We note that when b contains a single nonzero entry, say in its ith component, the equations to be solved are those that correspond to the nodes in the unique path from node i to the root. In any case, assuming the matrix is irreducible, the last entry x N , corresponding to the root of the tree, is nonzero. Consider for example Lx = e 3 for the lower triangular factor L shown in Fig. 2.1(b) . Clearly, x 1 , x 2 = 0 and x 3 = 1/ 33 . These in turn imply that x 4 = 0 and x 5 , x 6 = 0. The nonzero entries correspond to the nodes that are in the unique path from node 3 to the root node 6, as seen in Fig. 2.1(c) .
With Corollary 2.2, we are halfway through solving (1.1) eciently for a particular entry of the inverse ; we only solve only the relevant equations involving the L factor (and hence only access the necessary parts of it). Next, we show which equations involving U need to be solved when only a particular entry of the solution is requested, thereby specifying the whole solution process for an entry of the inverse. Lemma 2.3. In order to obtain the ith component of the solution to U z = y, that is z i = (U −1 y) i , one has to solve the equations corresponding to the nodes that are in the unique path from the highest node in struct(y) ∩ ancestors(i) to i, where struct(y) denotes the nodes associated with the nonzero entries of y, and ancestors(i) denotes the sets of ancestors of node i in the elimination tree.
Proof. We rst show (1) that the set of components of z involved in the computation of z i is the set of ancestors of i in the elimination tree. We then (2) reduce this set using the structure of y. For any node l: following a left-looking scheme, z l is computed as:
All the nodes in the set K l = {k : u lk = 0} are ancestors of l by denition of the elimination tree (since struct(U T ) = struct(L)). Thus, by applying the induction hypothesis to all the nodes in K l , all the required nodes are ancestors of l. (2) The pattern of y can be exploited to show that some components of z which are involved in the computation of z i are zero. Noting k i as the highest node in struct(y) ∩ ancestors(i), that is the highest ancestor of i such that y ki = 0,
we have:
Both statements are proved by induction using the same left-looking scheme.
Therefore, the only components of z required lie on the path between i and k i , the highest node in struct(y) ∩ ancestors(i).
In particular, when y N is nonzero, as would be the case when y is the vector obtained after forward elimination for the factorization of an irreducible matrix, Lemma 2.3 states that we need to solve the equations that correspond to nodes that lie in the unique path from the root node to node i. Consider the U given in Fig. 2 2) and the three possible ways of parenthesizing these equations. Our method as shown in (1.1) corresponds to the parenthesization
3)
The other two parenthesizations are: ij given in equations (2. 3)-to-(2.5) access the same parts of the factor L and the same parts of the factor U .
Proof. Consider the following four computations on which the dierent parenthesizations are based:
As v = U −T e i and the pattern of U T is equal to the pattern of L, by Corollary 2.2, computing v requires accessing the U factors associated with nodes in the unique path between node i and the root node. Consider z
As the pattern of L T is equal to the pattern of U , by Lemma 2.3, z j requires accessing the L factors associated with the nodes in the unique path from node j to the highest node in struct(v) ∩ ancestors(j). Ly = e 3 is solved yielding y 3 , y 5 , and y 6 = 0. Then (U z = y) 2 is found by computing z 6 , z 5 , z 3 , and nally z 2 .
Theorem 2.5 (Factors to load for computing a particular entry of the inverse; Property 8.9 in [24] ). To compute a particular entry a −1 ij in A −1 , the only factors which have to be loaded are the L factors on the path from node j up to the root node, and the U factors on the path going back from the root to node i.
This theorem establishes the eciency of the proposed computation scheme: we solve only the equations required for a requested entry of the inverse, both in the forward and backward solve phases. We illustrate the above theorem on the previous example in Fig. 2 .2. As discussed before, Ly = e 3 yields nonzero vector entries y 3 , y 5 , and y 6 , and then z 2 = (U z = y) 2 is found after computing z 6 , z 5 , z 3 .
We note that the third parenthesization (2.5) can be advantageous while computing only the diagonal entries with the factorizations LL T or LDL T (with a diagonal D matrix), because, in these cases, we need to compute a single vector and compute the square of its norm. This formulation can also be useful in a parallel setting where the solves with L and U can be computed in parallel, whereas in the other two formulations, the solves with one of the factors has to wait for the solves with the other one to be completed.
We also note that if the triangular solution procedures for e 2.2. Problem denition. We now address the computation of multiple entries, and introduce the partitioning problem. We rst discuss the diagonal case (that is computing a set of diagonal entries), and comment on the general case later in Section 4.
As seen in the previous section, in order to compute a −1 ii using the formulation
we have to access the parts of L that correspond to the nodes in the unique path from node i to the root, and then access the parts of U that correspond to the nodes in the same path. As discussed above, these are the necessary and sucient parts of L and U that are needed. In other words, we know how to solve eciently for a single requested diagonal entry of the inverse. Now suppose that we are to compute a set R of diagonal entries of the inverse. As said in Section 1, using the equations above entails storing a dense vector for each requested entry. If |R| is small, then we could again identify all the parts of L and U that are needed to be loaded at least for one requested entry in R and then solve for all R at once, accessing the necessary and sucient parts of L and U only once. However, |R| is usually large: in the application areas mentioned in Section 1, one often wants to compute a large set of entries, such as the whole diagonal of the inverse (in that case, |R| = N ). Storing that many dense vectors is not feasible; therefore, the computations proceed in epochs, where at each epoch a limited number of diagonal entries are computed. This entails accessing (loading) some parts of L and U multiple times in dierent epochs according to the entries computed in the corresponding epochs. The main combinatorial problem then becomes that of partitioning the requested entries into blocks in such a way that the overall cost of loading the factors is minimized.
We now formally introduce the problem. Let T be the elimination tree on N nodes, where the factors associated with each node are stored on disks (out-of-core ).
Let P (i) be the set of nodes in the unique path from node i to the root r, including both nodes i and r. Let w(i) denote the cost of loading the parts of the factors, L or U , associated with node i of the elimination tree. Similarly let w(i, j) denote the sum of the costs of the nodes in the path from node i to node j. The cost of solving a
(2.10)
If we solve for a set R of diagonal entries at once, then the overall cost is therefore
We use B to denote the maximum number of diagonal entries that can be computed at an epoch. This is the number of dense vectors that we must hold and so is limited by the available storage.
The TreePartitioning problem is formally dened as follows: given a tree T with N nodes, a set R = {i 1 , . . . , i m } of nodes in the tree, and an integer B ≤ m, partition R into a number of subsets R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R K so that |R k | ≤ B for all k, and the total cost
is minimum.
The number of subsets K is not specied, but obviously K ≥ m B
. Without loss of generality we can assume that there is a one-to-one correspondence between R and leaf nodes in T . Indeed, if there is a leaf node i where i / ∈ R, then we can delete node i from T . Similarly, if there is an internal node i where i ∈ R, then we create a leaf node i of zero weight and make it an additional child of i. For ease of discussion and formulation, for each requested node (leaf or not) of the elimination tree we add a leaf node with zero weight. To clarify the execution scheme, we now specify the algorithm that computes the diagonal entries of the inverse specied by a given R k . We rst nd P (R k ); we then post-order the nodes in P (R k ), and start loading the associated L factors from the disk and perform the forward solves with L. When we reach the root node, we have |R k | dense vectors and we start loading the associated U factors from the disk and perform backward substitutions along the paths that we traversed (in reverse order) during the forward substitutions.
3. Partitioning methods and models. As discussed above, partitioning the requested entries into blocks to minimize the cost of loading factors corresponds to the TreePartitioning problem. In this section, we will focus on the case where all of the requested entries are on the diagonal of the inverse. As noted before, in this case, the partial forward and backward solves correspond to visiting the same path in the elimination tree. We analyse the TreePartitioning problem in detail for this case and show that it is NP-complete; we also show that the case where the block size B = 2 is polynomial time solvable. We provide two heuristics, one with an approximation guarantee (in the sense that we can prove that it is at worst twice as bad as optimal), and the other being somewhat better in practice; we also introduce a hypergraph partitioning-based formulation which is more general than the other heuristics.
Before introducing the algorithms and models, we present a lower bound for the cost of an optimal partition. Let nl (i) denote the number of leaves of the subtree rooted at node i which can be computed as follows:
We note that as all the leaf nodes correspond to the requested diagonal entries of the inverse, nl (i) corresponds to the number of forward and backward solves that have to be performed at node i. Given the number of forward and backward solves that pass through a node i, it is easy to dene the following lower bound on the amount of the factors loaded.
Theorem 3.1 (Lower bound of the amount of factors to load). Let T be a node weighted tree, w(i) be the weight of node i, B be the maximum allowed size of a partition, and nl(i) be the number of leaf nodes in the subtree rooted at i. Then we have the following lower bound, denoted by η, on the optimal solution c of the TreePartitioning problem:
Proof. Follows easily by noting that each node i has to be loaded at least
times.
As the formula includes nl(·), the lower bounds for wide and shallow trees will usually be smaller than the lower bounds for tall and skinny trees. Each internal node is on a path from (at least) one leaf node, therefore nl(i)/B is at least 1 and 2 × i w(i) ≤ c . nodes. Suppose that each internal node has unit weight and that the block size is 2.
Then, the lower bound is:
Recall that we have transformed the elimination tree in such a way that the requested entries now correspond to the leaves and each leaf corresponds to a requested entry. We have the following computational complexity result.
Theorem 3.2. The TreePartitioning problem is NP-complete. Proof. We consider the associated decision problem: given a tree T with m leaves, a value of B, and a cost bound c, does there exist a partitioning S of the m leaves into subsets whose size does not exceed B, and such that cost(S) ≤ c? It is clear that this problem belongs to NP since if we are given the partition S, it is easy to check in polynomial time that it is valid and that its cost meets the bound c. We now have to prove that the problem is in the NP-complete subset.
To establish the completeness, we use a reduction from 3-PARTITION [14] , which is NP-complete in the strong sense. Consider an instance I 1 of 3-PARTITION: given a set {a 1 , . . . , a 3p } of 3p integers, and an integer Z such that 1≤j≤3p a j = pZ, does there exist a partition of {1, . . . , 3p} into p disjoint subsets K 1 , . . . , K p , each with three elements, such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p, j∈Ki a j = Z?
We build the following instance I 2 of our problem: the tree is a three-level tree composed of N = 1 + 3p + pZ nodes: the root v r , of cost w r , has 3p children v i , of same cost w v , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3p. In turn, each v i has a i children, each being a leaf node of zero cost. This instance I 2 of the TreePartitioning problem is shown in Fig. 3 .2. We let B = Z and ask whether there exists a partition of leaf nodes of cost c = pw r + 3pw v . Here w r and w v are arbitrary values (we can take w r = w v = 1). We note that the cost c corresponds to the lower bound shown in Theorem 3.1; in this lower bound, each internal node v i is loaded only once, and the root is loaded p times, since it has pZ = pB leaves below it. Note that the size of I 2 is polynomial in the size of I 1 . Indeed, because 3-PARTITION is NP-complete in the strong sense, we can encode I 1 in unary, and the size of the instance is O(pZ). The instance of the TreePartitioning problem corresponding to a given 3-PARTITION PROBLEM. The weight of each node is shown next to the node. The minimum cost of a solution for B = Z to the TreePartitioning problem is p × wr + 3p × wv which is only possible when the children of each v i are all in the same part, and when the children of three dierent internal nodes, say v i , v j , v k , are put in the same part. This corresponds to putting the numbers a i , a j , a k into a set for the 3-PARTITION problem which sums up to Z. Now we show that I 1 has a solution if and only if I 2 has a solution. Suppose rst that I 1 has a solution K 1 , . . . , K p . The partition of leaf nodes corresponds exactly to the subsets K i : we build p subsets S i whose leaves are the children of vertices v j with j ∈ K i . Suppose now that I 2 has a solution. To meet the cost bound, each internal node has to be loaded only once, and the root at most p times. This means that the partition involves at most p subsets to cover all leaves. Because there are pZ leaves, each subset is of size exactly Z. Because each internal node is loaded only once, all its leaves belong to the same subset. Altogether, we have found a solution to I 1 , which concludes the proof.
We can further show that we cannot get a close approximation to the optimal solution in polynomial time. . . , a 3p } of 3p integers, and an integer Z such that 1≤j≤3p a j = pZ. Without loss of generality, assume that a i ≥ 2 for all i (hence Z ≥ 6). We ask if we can partition the 3p integers of I 0 into p triples of the same sum Z. Now we build an instance I 1 of 3-PARTITION by adding X times the integer Z − 2 and 2X times the integer 1 to I 0 , where X = max
Hence I 1 has 3p + 3X integers and we ask whether these can be partitioned into p + X triples of the same sum Z. Clearly, I 0 has a solution if and only if I 1 does (the integer Z − 2 can only be in a set with two 1s).
We build an instance I 2 of TreePartitioning from I 1 exactly as we did in the proof of Theorem 3.2, with w r = w v = 1, and B = Z. The only dierence is that the value p in the proof has been replaced by p + X here, therefore the three-level tree now has N = 1 + 3(p + X) + (p + X)Z nodes. Note that X has been chosen so that N ≥ N 0 . Just as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, I 1 has a solution if and only if the optimal cost for the tree is c = 4(p + X), and otherwise the optimal cost is at least 4(p + X) + 1.
If I 1 has a solution, and because N ≥ N 0 , the approximation algorithm will return a cost at most Therefore the overall cost is at most
We note that the factor two in the approximation guarantee would be rather loose in practical settings, as i w(i) would be much smaller than the lower bound η with a practical B and a large number of nodes.
3.2. A special case: Two items per part. In this section, we propose algorithms to solve the partitioning problem exactly when B = 2 so that we are able to use a matching to dene the epochs. These algorithms will serve as a building block for B = 2 k in the next subsection.
One of the algorithms is based on graph matching as partitioning into blocks of size 2 can be described as a matching. Consider the complete graph G = (V, V × V ) of the leaves of a given tree, and assume that the edge (i, j) represents the decision to put the leaf nodes i and j together in a part. Given this denition of the vertices and edges, we associate the value m(i, j) = cost({i, j}) to the edge (i, j) if i = j, and m(i, i) = n∈V w(n) (or any suciently large number). Then a minimum weighted matching in G denes a partitioning of the vertices in V with the minimum cost (as dened in (2.11)). Although this is a short and immediate formulation, it has a high run time complexity of O(|V | 5/2 ) and O(|V | 2 ) memory requirements. Therefore, we propose yet another exact algorithm for B = 2.
The proposed algorithm Match proceeds from the parents of the leaf nodes to the root. At each internal node n, those leaf nodes that are in the subtree rooted at n and which are not put in a part yet, are matched two by two (arbitrarily) and each pair is put in a part; if there is an odd number of leaf nodes remaining to be partitioned at node n, one of them (arbitrarily) is passed to parent(n). for i = 1 to |list(n)| by 2 do 13:
Put the ith and i + 1st vertices in list(n) into R k , increment k Match the ith and i + 1st elements in the list
We have slightly modied the basic algorithm and show this modied version in Algorithm 2. The modications keep the running time and memory complexities the same, and they are realized to enable the use of Match as a building block for a more general heuristic. In this algorithm, parent(n) gives the parent of node n, and list(n) is an array associated with node n. The sum of the sizes of the list(·) arrays is |V |.
The modication is that, when there are an odd number of leaf nodes to partition at node n, the leaf node with the least cumulative weight is passed to the father. The cumulative weight of a leaf node i when Match processes node n is dened as w(i, n) − w(n): the sum of the weights of the nodes in the unique path between nodes i and n, including i, but excluding n. This is easy to compute: each time a leaf node is relayed to the father of the current node, the weight of the current node is added to the cumulative weight of the relayed leaf node (as shown in line 8 M ←Match(T )
3:
for each pair (i, j) ∈ M remove the leaf node j from T , and mark the leaf node i as representative
4:
Clean up the tree T so that all leaf nodes correspond to some requested entry 5: Each remaining leaf node i corresponds to a part R i where the nodes that are represented by i are put in R i
As seen in the algorithm, at each stage a matching among the remaining leaves is found by using the Match algorithm. When leaf nodes i and j are matched at their least common ancestor lca(i, j), if w(i, lca(i, j)) ≥ w(j, lca(i, j)), then we designate i to be the representative of the two by adding (i, j) to M , otherwise we designate j to be the representative by adding (j, i) to M . With this choice, the Match algorithm is guided to make decisions at nodes close to the leaves. The running time of BiseMatch is O(|V | log B), with an O(|V |) memory requirement.
3.4. Models based on hypergraph partitioning. We show how the problem of nding an optimal partition of the requested entries can be transformed into a hypergraph partitioning problem. Our aim is to develop a general model that can address both the diagonal and the o-diagonal cases. Here, we give the model again for diagonal entries and defer the discussion for the o-diagonal case until Section 4.
We rst give some relevant denitions.
Hypergraphs and the hypergraph partitioning problem. A hyper-
graph H = (V, N ) is dened as a set of vertices V and a set of nets N . Every net is a subset of vertices. Weights can be associated with vertices. We use w(j) to denote the weight of the vertex v j . Costs can be associated with nets. We use c(h i ) to denote the cost associated with the net h i . Π = {V 1 , . . . , V K } is a K-way vertex partition of H = (V, N ) if each part is nonempty, parts are pairwise disjoint, and the union of the parts gives V. In Π, a net is said to connect a part if it has at least one vertex in that part. The connectivity set Λ(i) of a net h i is the set of parts connected by h i . The connectivity λ(i) = |Λ(i)| of a net h i is the number of parts connected by h i . In Π, the weight of a part is the sum of the weights of vertices in that part.
In the hypergraph partitioning problem, the objective is to minimize
This objective function is widely used in the VLSI community [19] and in the scientic computing community [5, 10, 27] ; it is referred to as the connectivity-1 cutsize metric.
The partitioning constraint is to satisfy a balancing constraint on part weights:
Here W max is the largest part weight, W avg is the average part weight, and ε is a predetermined imbalance ratio. This problem is NP-hard [19] .
3.4.2. The model. We build a hypergraph whose partition according to the cutsize (3.2) corresponds to the total size of the factors loaded. Clearly, the requested entries (which correspond to the leaf nodes) are going to be the vertices of the hypergraph, so that a vertex partition will dene a partition on the requested entries. The more intricate part of the model is the denition of the nets. The nets correspond to edge disjoint paths in the tree, starting from a given node (not necessarily a leaf ) and going up to one of its ancestors (not necessarily the root); each net is associated with a cost corresponding to the total size of the nodes in the corresponding path.
We use path(h) to denote the path (or the set of nodes of the tree) corresponding to a net h. A vertex i (corresponding to the leaf node i in the tree) will be in a net h if the solve for a −1
ii passes through path(h). In other words, if path(h) ⊂ P (i), then v i ∈ h. Therefore, if the vertices of a net h n are partitioned among λ(n) parts, then the factors corresponding to the nodes in path(h n ) will have to be loaded λ(n) times. As we load a factor at least once, the extra cost incurred by a partitioning is λ(n) − 1 for the net h n . Given this observation, it is easy to see the equivalence between the total size of the loaded factors and the cutsize of a partition plus the total weight of the tree. We now dene the hypergraph H D = (V D , N D ) for the diagonal case. Let T = (V, E) be the tree corresponding to the modied elimination tree so that the requested entries correspond to the leaf nodes. Then, the vertex set V D corresponds to the leaf nodes in T . As we are interested in putting at most B solves together, we assign a unit weight to each vertex of H D . The nets are best described informally. There is a net in N D for each internal node of T . The net h n corresponding to the node n contains the set of vertices which correspond to the leaf nodes of subtree T (n). The cost of h n is equal to the weight of node n, i.e., c(h n ) = w(n). This model can be simplied as follows: if a net h n contains the same vertices as the net h j where j = parent(n), that is if the subtree rooted at node n and the subtree rooted at its father j have the same set of leaf nodes, then the net h j can be removed, and its cost can be added to the cost of the net h n . This way the net h n represents the node n and its parent j.
This process can be applied repeatedly so that the nets associated with the nodes in a chain, except the rst one (the one closest to a leaf ) and the last one (the one which is closest to the root), can be removed, and the cost of those removed nets can be added to that of the rst one. After this transformation, we can also remove the nets with single vertices (these correspond to fathers of the leaf nodes with a single child), as these nets cannot contribute to the cutsize. We note that the remaining nets will correspond to disjoint paths in the tree T . 55 . Therefore, V = {1, 2, 5} and N = {h 1 , h 2 , h 4 , h 5 } (net h 3 is removed according to the rule described above and the cost of h 2 includes the weight of nodes 2 and 3). Each net contains the leaf vertices which belong to the subtree rooted at its associated node, therefore : h 1 = {1}, h 2 = {2}, h 4 = {1, 2}, h 5 = {1, 2, 5}. Given, for example, the partition V 1 = {2} and V 2 = {1, 5} shown on the left of the gure, the cutsize is:
Consider the rst part V 1 = {2}. We have to load the factors associated with the nodes 2, 3, 4, 5. Consider now the second part V 2 = {1, 5}. For this part, we have to load the factors associated with the nodes 1, 4, 5. Hence, the factors associated with the nodes 4 and 5 are loaded twice, while the factors associated with all other (internal) nodes are loaded only once. Since we have to access each node at least once, the extra cost due to the given partition is w(4) + w(5), which is equal to the cutsize c(h 4 ) + c(h 5 ).
The model encodes the partitioning problem exactly, in the sense that the cutsize of a partition is equal to the overhead incurred due to that partition; however, it can lead to huge amount of data and computation. Therefore, we envisage the use of this model only for the cases where a small set of entries is requested. But we believe that one can devise special data structures to hold the resulting hypergraphs, as well as specialized algorithms to partition them. occurrence to a dierent leaf node (we add two zero-weighted leaf nodes to the node j of the elimination tree). Then adding these two lower bounds yields a lower bound for the general case. However, in our experience, we have found this lower bound to be loose. Note that applying this lower bound to the case where only diagonal entries are requested yields the lower bound given in Theorem 3.1.
The PoPart and the BiseMatch heuristics do not naturally generalize to the o-diagonal case, because the generalized problem has a more sophisticated underlying structure. However the hypergraph partitioning-based approach works for arbitrary entries of the inverse. The idea is to model the forward and backward solves with two dierent hypergraphs, and then to partition these two hypergraphs simultaneously. It has been shown how to partition two hypergraphs simultaneously in [27] . The essential idea, which is rened in [28] , is to build a composite hypergraph by amalgamating the relevant vertices of the two hypergraphs, while keeping the nets intact. In our case, the two hypergraphs would be the model for the diagonal entries associated with the column subscripts (forward phase), and the model for the diagonal entries associated with the row subscripts (backward phase), again assuming that the same indices are distinguished by associating them with dierent leaf nodes. We have then to amalgamate any two vertices i and j where the entry a −1 ij is requested. We note that building such a hypergraph for the case where only diagonal entries are requested yields the hypergraph of the previous section, where each hyperedge is repeated twice.
5. Experiments. We conduct three sets of experiments. In the rst set, we compare the quality of the results obtained by the PoPart and BiseMatch heuristics using Matlab implementations of these algorithms. For these experiments, we created a large set of TreePartitioning problems, each of which is associated with computing some diagonal entries in the inverse of a sparse matrix. In the second set of experiments, we use an implementation of PoPart in Fortran that we integrated into the MUMPS solver [3] . We use this to investigate the performance of PoPart on practical cases using the out-of-core option of MUMPS. In this set of experiments, we compute a set of entries from the diagonal of the inverse of matrices from two dierent data sets; the rst set contains a few matrices coming from the astrophysics application [7] briey described in Section 1; the second set contains some more matrices that are publicly available. In the third set of experiments, we carry out some experiments with the hypergraph model for the o-diagonal case.
5.1. Assessing the heuristics. Our rst set of experiments compares the heuristics PoPart and the BiseMatch which were discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.3.
We have implemented these heuristics in Matlab. We use a set of matrices from the University of Florida (UFL) sparse matrix collection (http://www.cise.ufl. edu/research/sparse/matrices/). The matrices we choose satisfy the following characteristics: 10000 ≤ N ≤ 100000, the average number of nonzeros per row is greater than or equal to 2.5, and in the UFL index the posdef eld is set to 1.
At the time of writing, there were a total of 61 matrices satisfying these properties.
We have ordered the matrices using the metisnd routine of the Mesh Partitioning Toolbox [17] , and built the elimination tree associated with the ordered matrices using the etree function of Matlab. We have experimented with block sizes B ∈  {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256} . We have assigned random weights in the range 1200 to tree nodes. Then, for each P ∈ {0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, 1.00}, we have created 10 instances (except for P = 1.00) by randomly selecting P × N integers between 1 and N and designating them as the requested entries in the diagonal of the inverse. Notice that for a given triplet of a matrix, B, and P , we have 10 dierent trees to partition, resulting in a total of 10 × 6 × 8 × 61 + 8 × 61 = 29768 TreePartitioning problems.
We summarize the results in Table 5 .1 by giving results with B ∈ {4, 16, 64, 256} (the last row relates to all B values mentioned in the previous paragraph). Our subsequent discussion relates to the complete set of experiments and not just those shown in Table 5 .1. In order to create this table, we computed the lower bound for all tree partitioning instances, and computed the ratio of the costs found by PoPart and BiseMatch to the lower bound. Next, for a triplet of a matrix, B, and P , we took the average of the ratios of the 10 random instances, and stored that average result for the triplet. Then we took the minimum, the maximum, and the average of the 61 dierent triplets with the same B and P . As seen in this table, both heuristics obtain results that are close to the lower bound: PoPart's average result is about 1.04 times the lower bound, and BiseMatch's average result is about 1.01 times the lower bound. The PoPart heuristic attains the exact lower bound in only one triplet, while BiseMatch attains the lower bound for all instances with B = 2 (recall that it is based on the exact algorithm Match) and for some other ve triplets. The maximum deviation from the lower bound is about 10% with BiseMatch, whereas it is 30% with PoPart. Given that, in most cases, the algorithms perform close to the average gures, we conclude that both are ecient enough to be useful in the context of the out-of-core solver.
The BiseMatch heuristic almost always obtains better results than PoPart: in only 7 out of 56 × 61 triplets, did PoPart obtain better results than BiseMatch. For all P , the performance of BiseMatch with respect to the lower bound became worse as B increases. Although there are uctuations in the performance of PoPart for small values of P , e.g., for 0.05 and 0.10, for larger values of P , the performance also becomes worse with larger values of B. We suspect that the lower bound might be loose for large values of B. For all B, the performance of BiseMatch with respect to the lower bound improves when P increases. A similar trend is observable for PoPart, except for a small deviation for B = 256. Recall that the trees we use here come from a nested dissection ordering. Such ordering schemes are known to produce wide and balanced trees. This fact, combined with the fact that when a high percentage of the diagonal entries are requested, the trees will not have their structure changed much by removal and addition of leaf nodes, may explain why the heuristics perform better at larger values of P for a given B.
Practical tests with a direct solver. We have implemented the heuristic
PoPart in Fortran, and integrated it into the MUMPS solver [3] . The implementation of The performance of the proposed PoPart and BiseMatch heuristics with respect to the lower bound. The numbers represent the average over 61 dierent matrices of the ratios of the results of the heuristics to the lower bound discussed in the text. The column B corresponds to the maximum allowable block size; the column P corresponds to the requested percentage of diagonal entries.
B P
PoPart BiseMatch min max avg min max avg 4the computation of a set of inverse entries exploiting sparsity within MUMPS is described in [24] . In this section, we give results obtained by using MUMPS with the out-of-core option, and a nested dissection ordering provided by MeTiS [18] . All experiments have been performed with direct I/O access to les so that we can guarantee eective disk access independently of both the size of the factors and the size of the main memory.
The benets resulting from the use of direct I/O mechanisms during the solution phase are discussed in [2] . All results are obtained on a dual-core Intel Core2 Duo P8800 processor having a 2.80 GHz clock speed. We have used only one of the cores, and we did not use threaded BLAS. We use four matrices from the real life astrophysics application [7] briey described in Section 1. The names of these matrices start with CESR and continue with the size of the matrix. We use an additional set of four matrices (af23560, ecl32, stokes64, boyd1) from the UFL sparse matrix collection with very dierent nonzero patterns, yielding a set of elimination trees with varying structural properties (such as height and width of the tree, and variations in node degrees). Table 5 .2 shows the total size of the factors loaded and the execution time of the solution phase of MUMPS with dierent settings and partitions. All diagonal entries of the inverse of the given matrices are computed with B = {16, 64}. In this table, practice, and to set a base case method for future developments. Table 5 . loaded with a PoPart partition on the column indices, and with a partition on the hypergraph models using PaToH [11] with default options, except that we have requested a tighter balance among part sizes. As expected, the formulation based on hypergraph partitioning obtains better results than that based on post-order. There is, however, a huge dierence between the lower bounds and the performance of the heuristics. We performed additional tests with the hypergraph model on the diagonal case and observed that its performance was similar to that of PoPart (which we have shown to be very eective). We think therefore that the performance of the hypergraph based formulation should be again reasonable and that the lower bound is too loose to judge the eectiveness of the heuristic. However, as pointed out before, hypergraph models can rapidly become huge, so further studies are needed.
6. Similar problems and related work. In this section, we briey present extensions and variations of the problem. Firstly, we show the dierence between the in-core and the out-of-core cases. Then we address the problem of exploiting parallelism: indeed the partitionings presented above can limit tree-parallelism, and we propose a simple heuristic to remedy this.
6.1. In-core case. In an in-core context, the relevant metric is the number of oating-point operations (ops ) performed. When processing several right-hand sides Each internal node has unit weight, and the number of operations performed at each node is equal to the number of entries in the processed block. In the out-of-core context, the partition {{1, 2}, {3}} is better than the partition {{1, 3}, {2}} because the total size of loaded factors are 5 units (4 for the rst block and 1 for the second) vs 6 units (2 + 4) ; however, in the in-core context, the situation is reversed because the total operation counts are 10 (2 operations for 4 nodes and 1 operation for 2 nodes) vs 8 (decomposed as 2 × 2 + 1 × 4).
at the same time, block computations are performed on the union of the structures of these vectors, hence there are more computations than there would be if these right-hand sides were processed one-by-one; of course, the interest is to benet from dense kernels, such as the BLAS, and thus to process the right-hand sides by blocks of reasonable size.
A rst observation can be made about the block size: in the in-core context, the optimal block size, in terms of the number of oating-point operations is one, because no extra operations are performed. Conversely, putting all the right-hand sides in a single block represents the worst case, because a maximum amount of extra operations is introduced. In the out-of-core case, things are completely dierent: processing all the right-hand sides in one shot is the best strategy, because all the nodes (pieces of factors stored on the hard drive) are loaded only once; conversely, processing all the right-hand sides one by one implies accessing each node a maximum number of times.
Therefore, the choice of a block size will be dierent in each case: for in-core, we will choose a block size which gives a good trade-o between dense kernel eciency and the number of extra operations introduced; for out-of-core, we will try to maximize the block size (constrained by the available memory).
One might think that, for a given block size, partitions that perform well in outof-core should be ecient in the in-core case as well. Unfortunately, this is not the case, and Figure 6 .1 provides a counter-example. The tree shown corresponds to the usual assembly tree. Assume that each internal node has unit weight and that a unit number of operations is performed for each requested entry in a given set.
The partition {{1, 2}, {3}} is better than the partition {{1, 3}, {2}} in the out-of-core context, but in the in-core case, the second partition results in fewer operations.
In a dierent context [29] , a post-order based method and a hypergraph partitioning model have been shown to be useful in reducing the number of (redundant) operations in supernodal triangular solves with many sparse right-hand sides. We have not investigated the eects on the computation of the entries of the inverse; however, as outlined above, the objectives in the out-of-core case, for which our heuristics are proposed, are dierent than the objective of minimizing the operation count.
6.2. Parallelism. In MUMPS, a subtree to subcube mapping [15] is performed on the lower part of the tree during the analysis phase. Nodes in the lower part of the tree are likely to be mapped on a single processor, whereas nodes in the upper part of the tree are mapped onto several processors. Since the partitioning strategies described above tend to put together nodes which are close in the elimination tree, few processors (probably only one) will be active in the lower part of tree when processing a block of right-hand sides. An interleaving strategy was suggested in [24] to remedy this situation: it consists in interleaving the dierent blocks of right-hand sides so that every processor will be active when a block of entries is computed. The main drawback of this strategy is that it tends to lose the overlapping gained by partitioning. When local disks are attached to processors, then the gain in global bandwidth balances this loss. Further work is needed to design strategies which partition the requested entries so that parallelism is ensured, without increasing either the number of operations or the number of disk accesses.
6.3. Related work. Most of the related work addresses the case of computing the whole diagonal of the inverse of a given matrix. Among these, in the studies regarding the applications mentioned in Section 1, the diagonal entries are computed using direct methods. Tang and Saad [26] address the same problem (computing the diagonal of the inverse) with an iterative method focusing on matrices whose inverses have a decay property.
For the general o-diagonal case, not much work has been done. To compute entries in A −1 , one can use the algorithm given in [13] . This algorithm relies on equations derived by Takahashi et al. [25] . Given an LU factorization of an N × N sparse matrix A, the algorithm computes the parts of the inverse of A that correspond to the positions of the nonzeros of (L+U )
T , starting from entry (N, N ) and proceeding in a reverse Crout order. At every step, an entry of the inverse is computed using the factors L and U and the already computed entries of the inverse. This approach is later extended [23] for a set of entries of the inverse, rather than the whole set in the pattern of (L + U )
T . The algorithm has been implemented in a multifrontal-like approach [8] .
If all entries in the pattern of (L + U )
T are requested, then the method that implements the algorithm in [13] might be advantageous, whereas methods based on the traditional solution of linear systems have to solve at least n linear systems and require considerably more memory. On the other hand, if a set of entries in the inverse is requested, any implementation based on the equations by Takahashi et al. should set up necessary data structures and determine the computational order to compute all the entries that are necessary to compute those requested. This seems to be a rather time consuming operation.
7. Conclusion. We have addressed the problem of eciently computing some entries of the inverse of a sparse matrix, from computed sparse factors and using the elimination tree. We have shown that only factors from paths between a node and the root are required both in the forward and the backward substitution phases. We then examined the ecient computation of multiple entries of the inverse, particularly in the case where the factors are held out-of-core.
We have proposed several strategies for minimizing the cost of computing multiple inverse entries. The issue here is that memory considerations restrict how many entries can be computed simultaneously so that we need to partition the requested entries to respect this constraint. We showed that this problem is NP-complete so that it is necessary to develop heuristics for doing this partitioning.
We describe a very simple heuristic, PoPart, which is based on a post-ordering of the elimination tree and then a partitioning of the nodes in sequential parts according to this post-order. We showed that this is a 2-approximation algorithm. Although we showed that the TreePartitioning problem cannot be approximated arbitrarily closely, there remains a gap to ll, and in future work we will strive at designing approximation algorithms with a better ratio.
We presented an exact algorithm for the case when two entries are computed at a time. By using this exact algorithm repeatedly, we developed another heuristic, BiseMatch, for partition sizes that are powers of two. We performed extensive tests on the heuristics, and have concluded that both PoPart and BiseMatch perform very well on average, where the worst case the performance of the BiseMatch is better.
By comparing the performance of these heuristics with computable lower bounds we saw that they give very eective partitionings. We implemented the PoPart heuris- partitioning. In this model, a hypergraph is built so that the cutsize of the partition corresponds exactly to the increase in the total size of factors loaded. Although the size of the hypergraph model can be large, the model is powerful enough to represent both the diagonal and the o-diagonal cases. We also performed tests with the hypergraph model, and concluded that it can be used eectively for cases where a small number of entries in the inverse are requested.
We briey described a technique to improve the performance for parallel execution, and showed dierences that apply when the factorization is held in-core.
Although we have made the rst steps for showing the ecient computation of odiagonal inverse entries more work should be done in that case to obtain practical algorithms when many entries are requested.
